A fresh
perspective
Nazreen Ibrahim
PROVINCE: KwaZulu-Natal
Municipal district: Phoenix, Durban
Activator since 2014

What’s your passion? Philanthropy and entrepreneurship. I’m most happy when I’m helping somebody,
giving somebody knowledge or connecting them to the
right person. Also, collaboration is very important.
What change are you keen to drive? Decreasing
unemployment and increasing human dignity. I also
want people to become more socially aware. We
need to change our mindsets. That scarring and the
way people still think and speak is in everything.
Apartheid succeeded very, very well in putting up
huge barriers...
How are you driving change? Until now I’ve
been quite involved in trying to build my own credibility
as a business person. My ACTIVATE! project is to use
the business corner at our local municipal library to
educate middle and lower income communities about
entrepreneurship, through online forums, e-learning
and / or thought leaders.
How has ACTIVATE! supported you so far in driving this
change? Helping me to listen more and understand things better.
Offering an environment where I am respected and feel part of a team.
What do you think is the priority in setting the agenda
for our country over the next five years? Entrepreneurship,
which relates to employment, literacy and skills transfer; sex education
and woman and child abuse.
How do you motivate yourself? Good exercise gives me
purpose, motivates me and helps me think more clearly. And then I have
a belief that we all have greatness in us. There’s a point in living on this
planet. You have to help people, recognise others and their needs.
Final comment? I’m not your typical Muslim Indian female in South
Africa … stay at home, don’t achieve anything much. Indian females
these days are doing well, have excellent positions, and push radical
change.
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Roxanne Denton
PROVINCE: Western Cape
Municipal district: Sanddrift, Milnerton
Activator since 2013

What’s your passion? Children. They don’t often
have a choice in the situations they find themselves. And
they will carry future generations. A lot of people focus
on education of children, but they forget the part where
the child is a person, and that’s where my passion is.
What change are you keen to drive? Our
social system, it’s not adequate enough, with a focus
on children’s homes. We say we’re putting children
in places of care but are we really? Often they are
overcrowded, not well monitored and children’s
emotional needs are unmet.
How are you driving change? ‘Hidden Halos’
started in 2011 as a non-profit focused on uplifting
children:
... Children in children’s homes may feel ‘forgotten’.
We run birthday parties celebrating each child with a
birthday, while doing something educational around
life skills.
... ‘My little toy empire’ is about early childhood
development, helping impoverished children play with
toys in a way that stimulates their development.
How has ACTIVATE! supported you so far in
driving this change? I have become more focused
and structured in the way I do things, with project
planning and models.
What do you think is the priority in setting the
agenda for our country over the next five years?
Early childhood development. We’re focusing too much on higher
and tertiary education, forgetting that most people don’t even
have the basics.
How do you motivate yourself? I’m a “this is what needs
to be done, do it” kind of person. It just happens naturally.
Final comment? One of my challenges is getting people to respect
differences and not to judge. If we can work together through mutual
understanding and respect then the community would be a better, more
secure place.
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KEITH KNOOP
PROVINCE: Western Cape
Municipal district: Parklands, Cape Town
Activator since 2013

What’s your passion? Social justice, especially for the youth, and
social entrepreneurship. From an early age I saw people struggling.
Youth either got involved in the church or gangsterism.
What change are you keen to drive? Show young people the value
and beauty of telling their story, unedited, unscripted, unapologetic. It not
only liberates them, but inspires others.
How are you driving change? I started the ‘Youth Interpreter’
magazine when I realised there wasn’t a platform for young people to
tell their story in their own words. I pitched the idea to my friend’s dad
who asked for a business plan, which I produced three days later. After
getting that right, he sponsored R30 000 to start the magazine.
How has ACTIVATE! supported you so far in driving
this change? They helped me discover who I am, realise I have
value, and that I can actually help others. They empowered me.
What do you think is the priority in setting the
agenda for our country over the next five
years? Self-development - for youth to realise their
value, who they are and then make things happen for
themselves, and for others. Also entrepreneurial
development, because youth unemployment is
at an all-time high, and entrepreneurial skills
will help change this.
How do you motivate yourself?
Through prayer and worship - spending
time with myself, and especially with
God.
Final comment? Networking is
definitely key. I don’t think we would
have survived without our networks.
Your networks carry you when you can’t
carry yourself.
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Making a
difference.
Tebello Rampo
PROVINCE: Gauteng
Municipal district: Palm Springs, Vaal Triangle
Activator since 2012

What’s your passion? Activism, working with people and bringing
about change. Youth. And environmental awareness.
What change are you keen to drive? Getting youth to unite
against climate change. Supporting learners to eat at school so that
they can learn.
How are you driving change? As a social activist working with
NGOs, I’m involved in:
... Project 90 by 2030 (www.90x2030.org.za), which aims to cut
carbon emissions and inspire young students in high school to help.
... The Lunchbox Project, which encourages learners to eat at
school by providing conventional lunchboxes so nobody knows who
brought food from home or who got food from the school kitchen, to
reduce the associated stigmatism.
How has ACTIVATE! supported you so far in driving this
change? I felt understood. ACTIVATE! gave me the tools, an
understanding of how things work and a network.
What do you think is the priority in setting the agenda
for our country over the next five years? Before we
demand from government, we, the youth, need to be focused, because
great opportunities do come but they find us not ready to lead. Young
people need to collaborate. We need to take an example from our leader
Nelson Mandela.
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How do you motivate yourself? I pray, I talk to my mother who
is my stronghold, and I am thankful for what I have. I’m humbled
and encouraged by people telling me, “You’re doing good work.”
Final comment? One of my biggest challenges is that
leaders don’t take me seriously as I’m young and an
individual, but they will take us seriously when we are
a united front of young people. We mustn’t give up
when we want to achieve something.
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A new way
of thinking.
Florence Malahlela
PROVINCE: Gauteng / Limpopo
Municipal district: Newtown, Johannesburg
Activator since 2013

What’s your passion? My first love is media. I want to invent
development media. I want to have a production house and be a talk show
host for inspirational content that is based on development and upliftment.
What change are you keen to drive? I want to influence perception
to make our country work, killing poverty of the mind, of knowledge, of
everything. I want to see a society where people are rich in mind and spirit,
empowering themselves, where they lose the sense of having things done
for them.
How are you driving change? I currently work for Tshikululu Social
Investments, approving grants. It’s part of my plan to become a brand
of influence and perception. I’m also doing motivational talks and I’m
helping set up an Activator seed fund.
How has ACTIVATE! supported you so far in driving
this change? I found myself and discovered how powerful I
am. I also found my people, my family, the network, who share
similar sentiments. That’s priceless. Also, resources and
knowledge.
What do you think is the priority in
setting the agenda for our country
over the next five years? Education.
We need to educate ourselves as much
as possible as young people, so we
can make decisions for ourselves
and stand for things that we believe
in. Without education, we can’t
question.
How do you motivate
yourself? I read a lot. And
I do one of the weirdest things
every morning, I talk to myself.
Final comment? We keep
saying Mandela freed us. It’s
our time as young people,
it falls upon us to be the
generation we want,
nobody owes us nothing.
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Making the
right choices.
Fernando Visagie
PROVINCE: Northern Cape
Municipal district: Homevale, Kimberley
Activator since 2013

What’s your passion? Realising my potential by bringing about change in my community,
especially working with young people.
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What change are you keen to drive? After my background with drugs and
gangsterism, which led me to jail for seven years, I’m trying to reinvent my
community, revitalise it. I want to work with young people, give them skills
and guide them away from choosing gangsterism and substance abuse.
How are you driving change?
... A ‘Serve Is’ campaign, an awareness and youth volunteer movement.
... A golfing project, using a vacant piece of land close to our
community for young people to learn and play golf.
... Finding solutions to the wetland / waste problems in my
community.
... An E-block community resource centre.
How has ACTIVATE! supported you so far in driving
this change? It connected me with a lot of like-minded
people, leading to work opportunities and working together. A
highlight was learning how to run community dialogues, getting
different people to participate.
What do you think is the priority in setting the agenda
for our country over the next five years? Being informed,
educated, knowing our rights and then holding government
accountable in a non-violent way. We are so privileged to have an
opportunity to become skilled and educated; our parents didn’t.
How do you motivate yourself? I set myself
reasonable goals and timeframes and work on my personal
issues.
Final comment? One of the hardest things is not
getting too attached and depressed by social
issues. My vision for South Africa is too
see young people standing up and
becoming role models in our
country. Be yourself, be
real and pursue your
dreams.
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A head
start.
Frank Phoshoko
PROVINCE: Limpopo
Municipal district: Lepelle-Nkumpi, Polokwane
Activator since 2013

What’s your passion? Helping young people, especially boys, to use their own power to avoid bad
influences like drugs. I’m passionate about giving young people an understanding that “It’s about you.”
What change are you keen to drive? Helping young people to empower themselves through
good role models.
How are you driving change? I’m running a soccer team for young boys aged 10 to 19 years,
called Dino FC. I’m using soccer to keep them away from the bad stuff. In our culture, a man is
respected by his efforts of giving to the world, not through crime.
How has ACTIVATE! supported you so far in driving this change? It has helped
me associate with people from different areas, to deal with problems in rural areas. From youth
ambassadors to job seekers, there is always someone to talk to in the network, to find a solution.
What do you think is the priority in setting the agenda for our country over
the next five years? More focus for the youth. We need to ignore the challenges we have and
empower ourselves as individuals. People respect you because of your own efforts. It’s your life, it’s
your goals, it’s your decisions. Whatever you do is up to you.
How do you motivate yourself? Whatever challenges come, I say to myself, ”it could have
been worse”.
Final comment? There’s a huge gap between our parents and us. In black culture our parents want
us to earn money. Parents don’t understand and don’t want to see us volunteering for no pay. I want to
balance earning (currently I’m a communications officer) and being a change driver.
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Back to
basics.
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Mawethu Maxwele
PROVINCE: Eastern Cape
Municipal district: King Sabatha Dalindyebo (KSD), Umtata
Activator since 2013

What’s your passion? Rural development. There are two countries in South Africa,
an urban country and a rural country. Lots has been done in urban areas and
now we need economic development rurally.
What change are you keen to drive? The bad economic status
in rural areas.
How are you driving change?
... ‘Youth with Vision’: creating an economic hub for rural
people through an existing community centre that was built by
government 15 years ago but has never properly functioned.
... An economic development project with multi-stakeholders on
some family land that we have just won back after lodging a land
claim in 1998.
How has ACTIVATE! supported you so far in
driving this change? They helped me know myself
and be strategic in what I need to do. It has connected
me to a network, which is very powerful for anyone
wanting to be a leader.
What do you think is the priority in setting
the agenda for our country over the
next five years? Education and entrepreneurship.
Education widens one’s mind, and entrepreneurship
can help create jobs. Youth need to do away with the
government entitlement syndrome and be proactive.
How do you motivate yourself? I have a
mindset of: While I still have my energy, let me do it
now. I like to be out there and making things happen
so I find things to do.
Final comment? Being an Activator means there’s
no room for complacency, for moaning; you just need
to make things happen. I come from a royal family
and my vision for my family, especially with this
piece of land, is that they will be able to comprehend
the magnitude of work that comes with their
responsibility.
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